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Introduction

The complex Monge-Ampère equation

on a strictly pseudoconvex domain S2 c en was introduced by Charles
Fefferman [4] in his study of the Bergman kernel and the geometry of such
domains. The importance of this equation stems from the fact that it

possesses an invariance property under biholomorphic mappings which
insures that its solution is a canonical, biholomorphically invariant defin-
ing function for Q, as well from its interpretation that the Kâhler metric
(log 1/u)jkdzjdzk has constant negative Ricci curvature. Fefferman showed
that it is possible to construct locally a smooth defining function Q for
M = bS2 which solves J(Q) = 1 to order n + 1. Such a solution is uniquely
determined to order n + 2, but is arbitrary beyond that point. In [5]
Fefferman showed how his approximate solution Q could be used to con-
struct scalar invariants of strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces and applied
these results to the asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel. His con-
struction of invariants is limited, however, by the indeterminacy of Q at
order n + 2. In this paper we show that it is possible to construct more
invariants of arbitrarily high weight and involving arbitrarily high order
derivatives of a defining function for M, by studying the higher asymptotics
of solutions to (0.1).
The study of (0.1) was renewed by Cheng-Yau [2], who proved the existence

of a unique solution u E C~ (03A9) n Cn + 3/2 - 03B5(03A9) for e &#x3E; 0 on a smooth
bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain Q. Lee-Melrose [8] established that
the Cheng-Yau solution has an asymptotic expansion at 6Q of the form
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We study the local determination of the coefficient fonctions by bS2.
Although u, hence also qk to infinite order at bS2, is globally uniquely
determined, locally an asymptotic solution (0.2) is determined only up to the
choice of one arbitrary function on b03A9. The main result is Theorem 2.11,
which asserts that for k  1 each Ik mod 0(on+ l ) is independent of this
choice, so is locally uniquely determined by bQ.

In order to prove Theorem 2.11 we follow the approach of Lee-Melrose
and explicitly rewrite the equation J(u) = 1 as a totally characteristic dif-
ferential equation. This greatly facilitates the analysis for u of the form (0.2).
It is also possible to prove Theorem 2.11 by carrying out the analysis directly
in terms of the J operator, using identities similar to those used by Fefferman
in his construction of the approximate solution. Such a proof of Theorem
2.11(i) is given in [1]. The higher asymptotics of solutions of the Monge-
Ampère equation have also been studied by Lee [7]..He showed that the
coefficient of the first log term on the boundary is a local invariant and
proved versions of Proposition 2.16, Remark 4.13(b) and a result similar to
Proposition 4.1.
At the expense of some overlap with [8], our treatment is self-contained.

§ 1 shows how the Monge-Ampère equation can be rewritten in terms of
totally characteristic operators. §2 uses the result of § 1 to study the asymp-
totics of formal solutions. §3 shows how to construct scalar invariants from
the higher asymptotics. In §4, a formula for the linear part of the coefficient
of the first log term on the boundary is given and it is shown that there are
nonspherical strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces whose Monge-Ampère
solutions have no log terms.
The results of this paper were announced in [6], which also contains

applications of these results to the asymptotic expansion of the Bergman
kernel and derives further information about the invariants from invariant-
theoretic considerations.

1. The Monge-Ampère equation as a totally characteristic operator

We begin by showing how the Monge-Ampère equation J(u) = 1 may be

written as a nonlinear totally characteristic differential equation. This is a
slightly différent treatment of results of [8]. Recall [9] that a linear totally
characteristic differential operator P on a manifold with boundary is an
operator which can be written as a polynomial in smooth vector fields
tangent to the boundary. Thus in a coordinate system (x, Q), where o  0
is a defining function for the boundary and x restricts to a coordinate system
on the boundary, P is of the form Pu = 03A3|03B1|+j  mp03B1,j~03B1x(o~o)ju for some C~
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coefficients p03B1,j(x, Q). For our purposes a nonlinear totally characteristic
operator will be a polynomial with no constant term in linear totally
characteristic operators; thus a finite sum of terms of the form P1u ····· Pr u
for linear totally characteristic Pi, r  1. The nonlinear totally characteris-
tic operators form a commutative ring under multiplication, and also a
module over C~.

Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface in Cn and V be a neighbor-
hood of M which is split into two pieces by M. If 0 is the strictly pseudocon-
vex side of V, then 0 u M is a manifold with boundary M. We are interested
in the equation J(u) = 1 in Q, with u &#x3E; 0 in S2, u = 0 on M. Elementary
operations with determinants show that

which can be interpreted in terms of the volume form of the Kâhler metric
gjk = (log 1/u)jk. We thus study briefly the geometry of such a metric.

Fix a C~ defining function Q for M, with Q &#x3E; 0 in Q. We assume that Q

is chosen small enough that at all points of 03A9 do ~ 0 and Qjk is negative
definite on Tb "’ = ker DQ c T1,003A9. As in [8], since Qjc is nondegenerate on
T 1" T1,0b has a well defined one dimensional orthogonal complement in
T1,003A9 with respect to Qjf. Consequently there is a smooth (1, 0) vector field
03BE on n uniquely determined by the conditions

Thus there is a smooth function r so that ojk03BEj = rok; evaluating on çk gives
r = ojk03BEj03BEk. Set N = Re 03BE, T = Im 03BE. Then one has No = 1, To = 0.

Working locally if necessary, choose smooth (1, 0) vector fields ZI, ... ,
Zn-1 on 03A9 satisfying ~o(Zi) = 0 so that the Zi form an orthonormal basis
for T1,0b with respect to - ojk|T1,0b. Also set Zn = ç. Assuming that Q has been
chosen small enough that gjk = (log 1/o)jk is positive definite everywhere on
Q, one finds from gjk = -(ojk)/o + (ojok)/o2 and the definitions of Zi, ç,
that oZi, 1  i  n - 1, and (oZn)/1 - ro form an orthonormal basis
for T1,oQ with respect to gjk. So if 03C91, ..., con is the basis for T1,0*03A9 dual
to Zi, ... , Zn, then each cv’ is smooth in 11, (03C9i)/o, 1 5 1 5 n - 1, and

(cvn 1 - RQ)IQ are orthonormal with respect to gjk, and (O n = ao. Conse-
quently the Kâhler form cv = ~~ log 1/o is given by
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Comparing with
follows that

We will subsequently need the following formula for ~~

where b(Í is the Kronecker
1  i, j  n, are smooth vector fields on fi satisfying

Proof. Using the summation convention,

for some smooth coefficients ckT. However for real f, oèfis pure imaginary,
so upon averaging this formula with its negative conjugate and using
Re Zn = N and (1.4), one obtains Lemma 1.5.

Following [2] and [8] we rewrite the Monge-Ampère equation J(u) = 1.

With Q a smooth defining function for M as above, introduce a new
unknown function f by writing u = Qe-f, and set M(f) = [J(u)]/[J(o)] =
[J(oe-f)]/[J(o)]. The equation then becomes M(f) = J(g)-l, and J(o)-’ is a
smooth positive function in S2. The next result shows how M(f) may be
written as a totally characteristic operator.

PROPOSITION 1.6:

where Q(x, y)is a polynomial in two variables with real coefficients having no
constant or linear terms, and F(f) is a nonlinear totally characteristic dif
ferential operator.
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Proof. Setting dv = n!dz1 039B dz1 A ... 039B dz" A dP7, (1.1) can be rewrit-
ten J(u) dv = un+1 (~~ log IIU)N. Let u = Qe-f to obtain

where cv = ~~ log 1/o is given by (1.3). Using Lemma 1.5, we can write
ev + ôôf = Aij03C9i A 03C9j, where Aij are the components of the matrix

Hence

When so substituting (1.8) into (1.7) with
Using

this in (1.8) and substituting again into (1.7), this time with f * 0, shows
that (1.7) may be rewritten

or,

det B, whereNow

But all of Z;, Z;, 1  i  n - 1, T, Eij, QN, gZn, oZn are vector fields
tangent to the boundary. It follows that B is of the form
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where each Pij, 1  i, j  n, is a linear totally characteristic operator.
Expanding, one finds that det ,
for some nonlinear totally characteristic operator F. But

for a polynomial Q consisting only of quadratic and higher terms, so
substitution into (1.9) concludes the proof of Proposition 1.6.

2. Asymptotics of solutions

In this section we analyze the local determination of formal solutions of
J(u) = 1, u|M = 0. We are interested in solutions of the form (0.2). Thus let
A denote the space of formal expansions

where Ik E Coo (0) and Q is a COO defining function for M as in § 1. Two such
expansions are identified if the corresponding coefficient functions ilk agree
to infinite order along M for all k  0. Thus the space A may alternately be
interpreted as equivalence classes of functions on fi modulo smooth func-
tions vanishing to infinite order along M. An expansion (2.1) is C~ in
11 iff Ik = 0 (to infinite order) for k  1. If o = ,ô for some 0  03BB e

COO (03A9) and other defining function ê, then it is easily seen that (2.1) may be
rewritten as 03A3~k=0 k(on+1 1 log o)k, where ijk E Coo (03A9) satisfy

In particular A is independent of the choice of a defining function. A has
a natural structure as a ring and a C~ module.

There is a filtration of A that is relevant for the inductive calculations
used to solve the Monge-Ampère equation. For s a nonnegative integer, let
ds denote the elements of .91 which "vanish to order s". Precisely,
an expansion (2.1) is in a£ if for all k  0, ~ko(n+1)k = 0(os). Then
A = A0 ~ A1 ~ .... One checks easily that As · At c As+t; in par-
ticular each a£ is preserved under multiplication by functions in COO (03A9), and
ot As c As+t. Also we have:

then exists and defines an element of A.
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In fact, for all N sufliciently large the partial sums Lf=o 1; agree to any fixed
finite order, so coefficient functions 11k for 03A3~j=0 fj can be computed to any
finite order by adding a partial sum of the series. Then smooth functions
can be chosen with the prescribed Taylor expansions, uniquely up to func-
tions vanishing to infinite order, thus expressing 03A3~j=0 fj as an element of d.
(2.3) can be applied to show that if f ~ .91 then ef ~ A. In fact, if , f ’ is the
expansion (2.1), write f = ~0 + /where/ = 03A3~k=1 ~k(on+1 log g)k, so that
ef = e~0ef. Then e~0 ~ Coo (11), and ef = 03A3~j=0 fj, fj = 1/(j!)()j ~ A(n+1)j, is
a series as in (2.3).

LEMMA 2.4: If g- is a (linear or) nonlinear totally characteristic operator and
s is a nonnegative integer, then

Proof. Since a nonlinear totally characteristic operator is a polynomial in
linear totally characteristic operators and both .sis and Qsd are rings, it

suffices to consider the linear case. As a linear totally characteristic operator
is a polynomial in vector fields tangent to the boundary, it suffices to

consider such a vector field. In local coordinates (x, Q) as in the beginning
of §1, a basis for these consists of ôl(ôx’), g(%g). The result now follows
easily by direct calculation.
A consequence of Proposition 1.6, Lemma 2.4 and the preceding obser-

vations is that M: A ~ A. In order to construct formal solutions of the

Monge-Ampère equation an analysis of the behavior of At under pertur-
bations is necessary, and is given in the next two lemmas. Let 1 be the indicial
operator I = (gN)2 - nON - (n + 1).

Proof. Use Proposition 1.6. Since ON, (oN)2f ~ A1, QNg, (gN)2g E As, and
Q consists only of quadratic and higher terms, it follows upon expanding Q
and multiplying out the terms that Q(QNF + gNg, (gN)2f + (gN)2g) =
Q(gNf, (oN)2f) mod As+1. A general nonlinear totally characteristic oper-
ator may have linear terms, so an argument similar to that for Q shows
that T(f + g) = 1( f) mod W,. Hence oT(f + g) = OT(f) mod As+1.
Also
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since, Thus from Proposition 1.6 one obtains

again using

Proof. First, by Lemma 2.4, if P is a linear totally characteristic operator
then P(f + Osg) = Pf + Qsd. Thus it follows upon multiplying out the
terms that if F is a nonlinear totally characteristic operator, then F(f +
gS g) = F(f) + o’W. But by Proposition 1.6, M(f) = [1 + F(f)]e-(n+1)f
for a nonlinear totally characteristic operator F. Consequently

and Lemma 2.6 is proved.
Lemma 2.5 shows that on As/As+1, M(f + .) reduces to the indicial

operator I. The next lemma analyzes I on this space. Since I preserves both
As and As+1 it induces an operator on As/As+1. If g E d, let [g]s E A/As+1
be the equivalence class of g.

LEMMA 2.7 : Let 0  s ~ Z, h ~ As.
(i) If s ~ n + 1, there is a unique [g]s E As/As+1 solving I[g]s = [h]su If

h E Coo (11) mod As+1, then g can be chosen in COO (11).
(ii) if s = n + 1, it may happen that there is no solution in si, toI[g]s = [h]s.

But if h E Coo (03A9) mod dn+2’ then there is a solution [g]s. In this case [g]s
is uniquely determined up to addition of [03C8on+1]s, 03C8 ~ C~ (03A9).
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Proof. Any g E a£ is of the form

where 1 = [sl(n + 1)] and aj E COO (03A9). Thus we try to find a solution of this
form. In computing I(g), if any of the differentiations hit aj then the resulting
term is easily seen to be in As+1. Consequently

A direct computation then gives

where I(s) = s2 - ns - (n + 1). Thus if h is written h = os Elj=0 03B2j
(log Q)j mod As+1, then the equation I[g]s = [h]S holds iff the following
equations hold on M.

If s ~ n + 1 then I(s) ~ 0, so these equations can be successively solved
to yield a solution g. Each aj is uniquely determined on M so g is uniquely
determined mod ds+ 1. In order that h E COO (11) mod As+1 it is necessary
and sufficient that 03B2j = 0 on M for j  1. In this situation it is clear that the

solution 03B1j to (2.9) satisfies aj = 0 on M for j  1, so g E CI (03A9). Thus (i)
is proved.
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Since I(n + 1) = 0, when s = n + 1 the equations (2.9) become

Hence a necessary condition that there will be a solution is /31 = 0 on M,
which means h E C~ (03A9) mod An+2. In this case ai is determined but ao on
M remains arbitrary, so [g], is determined only up to [03C8on+1]s, 03C8 e C~ (03A9).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.7.

REMARK: It is also possible to prove a version of Lemma 2.7 describing the
kernel and cokernel of I on all of As rather than just on As/As+1. This can
be carried out either by inductively using Lemma 2.7 or by a direct analysis
upon introducing a special coordinate system.

Finally we are in a position to construct the asymptotic solutions u to
J(u) = 1, u|M = 0. Fefferman [4] has shown that there is a smooth defining
function Q for M solving J(Q) = 1 + 0(on+1), with Q uniquely determined
modulo 0(gn+2). (An alternate proof of this fact from the point of view of
totally characteristic operators is given in [8], Theorem 8.13.) Fix such a
defining function Q. If u is a formal solution of J(u) = 1 of the form (0.2),
then the smooth function eqo solves J(o~0) = 1 + O(gn+ 1), so necessarily

THEOREM 2.11: 

(i) Let a E Coo (M). Then there is a unique asymptotic expansion of the form
(0.2) solving J(u) = 1 to infinite order, for which (~0 - 1)/(on+1) = a on
M.

(ii) For k  1, each Ik mod 0(on+1) is independent of the choice of a.
(iii) For k  1, each nk mod 0(on+1) is also independent of the smooth defin-

ing function g solving J(Q) = 1 + 0(on+1).

Proof. As before set u = ge-I; then J(u) = 1 becomes At(f) = J(g)-l. If
f is written f = l’ko 0 Yk(gn+1 log g)k, then ~0 = e-11, so the condition

110 = 1 + 0(on+’ ) becomes Yo = 0(on+1), or equivalently. f E .si n+ 1 . In order
to prove (i) it suffices to prove its analogue for f; namely that there is
a unique f E dn+1 solving M(f) = J(o)-1 to infinite order, for which

03B30/(on+1) = - a on M.
To begin, by Lemma 2.5, for f E dn+1’ M(f) = M(0 + f) = M(0) +

I(f) mod An+2 = 1 + I(f) mod dn+2. Thus M(f) = J(Q)-’ mod dn+2
becomes
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Since J(o)-1 - 1 E C~(03A9) n dn+1’ by Lemma 2.7(ii) there is a solution

fe An+1 1 to (2.12) with [f]n+1 uniquely determined up to addition of

[03C8on+1]n+1, 03C8 ~ C~ (03A9). The prescription of (03B30)/(on+1) on M fixes this

ambiguity, thus determining [f]n+1. Pick some representative f in the deter-
mined class and set fn+1 = f and hn+2 = M(f) - J(o)-1 ~ An+2.
We now proceed inductively to show that for s  n + 1 there is fs E An+1

for which hs+, - M(fs) - J(o)-1 ~ As+1, (03B30)/(on+1) = - 03B1 on M, and
that [fs]s is uniquely determined by these requirements. Given fs-1,
s  n + 2, set fs = fs-l + gs for gs E As. Then by Lemma 2.5,

and it follows that the requirement hs+1 ~ dS+1 is equivalent to

I[gs]s = - [hs]s. Lemma 2.7(i) implies that there is a solution gs’ with [gs]s
uniquely determined. Thus [hl is uniquely determined as well and the
induction is complete. By (2.3) the series fn+1 + 03A3~s=n+2 gs = lims ~ ~ fs
defines an element of An+1 which is the unique solution to our problem, and
(i) is proved.
We next establish the version of (ii) for f : for k  1, each 03B3k mod 0(on+1)

is independent of the choice of a, which is equivalent to the statement that
f mod on+1 A is independent of a. It suflices to show that if a, a’ e COO (M)
then the corresponding sequences fS, fs’ of approximate solutions con-
structed above may be chosen so thath - fs’ e on+1 A for all s. In order to
recognize when an equivalence class mod dS+1 has a representative in
on+1 A, we have

LEMMA 2.13: Let s  0 and let g e As be written in the form (2.8). Then there
is g e As n on+1 A with [g]s = []s if and only if 03B1l|M = 0.

Proof First if g e gn+1d then g = on+1 Lr=o Y/k(gn+1 log g)k for some

Y/k e COO (11). Thus for all k the coefficient of (log o)k in g vanishes to order
(n + 1)(k + 1). Now if also g e ds and we write g as in (2.8) with coef-
ficients j, then the coefficient of (log o)l is osl mod 0(os+1). As s  (n + 1)
x (1 + 1) it follows immediately that l|M = 0. If [g]s = []s, then lljlM =
àjlM for all j, so 03B1l|M = 0 too.

Conversely suppose that 03B1l|M = 0, and set g - os 03A3l-1j=0 03B1j(log o)j. Then
certainly  ~ As and [g]s = [g]s. Additionally we have g = on+1 03A3l-1j=0
os-(j+1)(n+1)03B1j(on+1 1 log l!)j. But s  l(n + 1), so for 0  j  1 - 1 it is the

case that s - ( j + 1)(n + 1)  0, and we have explicitly exhibited g as an
element of on+1 A. Lemma 2.13 is proved.
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Now let a, a’ E C~ (M) and consider the sequences fs, f’s constructed in
the proof of Theorem 2.11 (i). For each s, f andh’ are determined modulo
As+1. We show by induction on s that h and f, may be taken so that
fs - fs’ ~ on+1 A. First consider s = n + 1. fn+ 1 was chosen to be a solution

of (2.12) with (03B30)/(on+1) =- a on M. Choose some smooth extension of a
to S2; then we have

and by (2.10) y, lm is determined by

As the right-hand side of (2.15) is independent of a, it follows that YI = y;.
Thus f - f’n+1 = (03B1’ - 03B1)on+1 mod An+2. Clearly a’ - 03B1)on+1 ~ on+1 A,
so fn+1, f’n+1 may be chosen so that fn+1 - f’n+1 E on+1 A.
Assume next that s  n + 2 and fs-1, f’s-1 have been constructed with

fs-1 - f’s-1 ~ on+1 A. Recall that h = fs-1 + gs’ where gs e ds is the so-
lution of I[gs]s = -[hs]s, and hs = M(fs-1) - J(o)-’ e As. Write gs, g’s in
the form (2.8) with coefficients 03B1j, 03B1’j, and similarly for -hs, -h’s with
coefficients /3j, 03B2’j. Since fs-1 - f’s-1 ~ on+1 A it follows from Lemma 2.6 that
hs - hs e gn+1 d. Hence by Lemma 2.13 it must be that /31 = 03B2’l on M. gs is
obtained by solving equations (2.9) and from the first of these equations one
obtains al - al on M. Thus by Lemma 2.13 again it follows that gs , gs may
be chosen so that gs - g’s e gn+ A, so that the same is true for/y, f’s and the
induction is complete.
The proof of Theorem 2.11 (ii) is concluded by passing back from f to u.

It has been shown that if f, f ’ are the solutions to M(f) = J(o)-1 with
(Yo)j(gn+l) = -03B1, -03B1’, resp., then f - f ’ ~ on+1 A. But u = ge-f, so

u - u’ = oe-f [1 - e(f-f’)]. As 1 -ef-f’ e on+1 A and e-f ~ A we obtain
ujg - u’/o e on+1 A. So upon writing u and u’ in the form (0.2) one con-
cludes that ~k - ~’k = 0(on+1) and (ii) is proved.
As for (iii), let  be another smooth solution to J(o) = 1 + 0(on+1). Then

r = Àg, where 0  À E C~ (03A9) and À = 1 + O(gn+ 1). If u is an asymptotic
expansion (0.2) solving J(u) = 1 to infinite order, then as in (2.2) u can be
expanded in terms of è and the new coefficients ij k satisfy k = 03BB(n+1)k+1~k
mod 0(on+1). Clearly k = ~k mod 0(on+1), thus establishing (iii), and the
proof of Theorem 2.11 is complete.

According to Theorem 2.11, each of the functions ~k mod 0(on+1), k  1,
is canonically associated to the strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface M. In
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particular blk = ~k|M is a canonically determined function on M. We con-
clude §2 by showing that bill is of particular importance in that it determines
whether or not any log terms can occur in any solution to the Monge-
Ampère equation.

PROPOSITION 2.16: Suppose that ~1|M = 0. If u is any solution of the form
(0.2) to J(u) = 1, then nk = 0 to infinite order for all k  1. In particular,
all such formal solutions are smooth.

Proof. As in Theorem 2.11 we carry out the analysis in terms of f. So let
u = Qe-f where f = E’k’0=0 03B3k(on+1 log g)k; since YI = - ~1 on M it must be
shown that if 03B31|M = 0 and f is any solution to M(f) = J(g )-1 then Yk = 0
to infinite order for all k  1. This is established by analyzing the inductive
construction of solutions in Theorem 2.11. We show that each approximate
solution fs may be chosen to be COO (03A9), i.e., to have no log terms. For
s = n + 1, (2.14) shows that this is exactly our hypothesis 03B31|M = 0. Sup-
pose the result is true for fs-1; then fs = fs-1 + gs where gs E As is a solution
of I[gs]s = -[hs]s, and hs = M(fs-1) - J(o)-1 ~ As. But since fs-1 E
C~ (03A9) it follows that JI (fs-1) e C~ (03A9) so also hs e C~ (03A9). By Lemma 2.7(i)
one can choose gs E C~ (03A9) and we are done.

3. Scalar invariants of strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces

In [5], C. Fefferman posed the problem of constructing all scalar invariants
of strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces and showed how some such invari-
ants arise from the smooth defining function Q satisfying J(Q) = 1 +

O(gn+ ). We show here that further scalar invariants can be constructed from
the higher asymptotics of a solution to J(u) = 1; more particularly from the
functions tlk mod 0(,n+ 1), k  1, of Theorem 2.11. We begin by briefly
reviewing the definition and Fefferman’s construction of scalar invariants.
For more details on these matters see [5, 6].

First recall Moser’s normal form [3]. A real analytic strictly pseudoconvex
hypersurface N c Cn containing 0 is said to be in normal form if it is defined
by an equation of the form

where z e Cn-1, w = u + iv e C so that (z, w) E Cn, 03B1, 03B2 are lists of indices
between 1 and n - 1, and the coefficients A’a e C satisfy:
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(i) Al03B103B2 is symmetric with respect to permutations of the indices in a and 03B2,
resp.

(ii) Al03B103B2 = A’
(iii) tr Al22 = 0, trz Al23 = 0, tr3 Al33 = 0.

Here, for p, q  2, A’ is the bisymmetric tensor (Al03B103B2)|03B1| = p on en-1 and the
traces are the usual tensorial traces with respect to à; j . We sometimes identify
the hypersurface N with the collection of coefficients (Al03B103B2). It can happen
that two different normal forms are biholomorphically equivalent, i.e., there
are biholomorphic maps (D from one neighborhood of the origin to another
with O(0) = 0 and 03A6(N) = where N and N are both hypersurfaces in
normal form.

DEFINITION 3.2: An invariant of weight w  0 is a polynomial P in the
normal form coefficients (Al03B103B2) satisfying

whenever (D is a biholomorphism as above from one normal form N = (Al03B103B2)
to another Ñ = (l03B103B2).
A particularly important example of equivalent normal forms is obtained

from the biholomorphism 03A6 = 03A603B4, where 03A603B4(z, w) = (bz, 03B42w), 03B4 &#x3E; 0. If

N = (Al03B103B2) is any normal form then Ñ = 03A603B4-1(N) is the normal form
 = (03B4|03B1|+|03B2|+2l-2Al03B103B2), which is hereafter denoted by N03B4. As det 03A6’03B4-1 =
b-(n+1) it follows that if P is an invariant of weight w then

Thus w measures the homogeneity of P with respect to the dilations
ô: N - Nô on the space of normal forms.

Fefferman’s construction of invariants from a smooth approximate so-
lution to J(u) = 1, u|M = 0 is based on the observation that this equation
is biholomorphically invariant. If M, M are strictly pseudoconvex hyper-
surfaces and (D is a biholomorphism from a neighborhood V of M to a
neighborhood F of M with 03A6(M) = M, then for any solution u to

J(u) - 1 on V, the function û given by

is a solution to J(û) = 1 on . This transformation law can alternately be
formulated by introducing a new variable zo E C* = C - {0} which trans-
forms under a biholomorphism 03A6 as above by the rule z-0 = zo (det 03A6’)-1;
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then Izo |2/(n + 1) U is invariantly defined on C* x V, which itself can be invari-

antly interpreted as the canonical bundle of V with its zero section removed.
Thus if g is a smooth approximate solution to the Monge-Ampère equation,
uniquely determined modulo 0(on+2), then |z0|2/(n+1)o is invariantly defined,
also modulo 0(on+2).
From the invariance of |z0|2/(n+1)o it follows that the Kähler-Lorentz

metric g on C* x V with Kâhler form i~~(|z0|2/(n+1)o) is biholomorphically
invariant. Fefferman’s "Weyl invariants" are obtained from the scalar
invariants of g. Explicitly, let R = R’JkTbe the curvature tensor of g and vm R
be one of its covariant derivatives of order m. So Om R is a covariant tensor
of rank m + 4 on C* x V, holomorphic in some indices and antiholo-
morphic in others. A scalar invariant of g is a function of the form W =
contr (V"’’ R ~ ··· ~ ~ms R) E C~ (C* x V), where the contraction is

taken with respect to gij for some pairing of holomorphic with antiholo-
morphic indices, and all indices are assumed to be contracted. The weight
of W is defined to be w = s + t E8= mi. Of course not all Weyl invariants
of g are well defined on C* x M because of the 0(gn+2) ambiguity in Q.
However Fefferman showed that if w  n then the restriction of W to

C* x M is well defined independent of which approximate solution Q one
uses. Additionally , if this construction is applied to the normal form N given
by (3.1) then for w  n the value of W at zo - 1, z = w = 0, is a poly-
nomial in the coefficients (Al03B103B2) and is an invariant in the sense of Definition
3.2. Fefferman also proved that any invariant of weight  n - 20 is a linear
combination of these "Weyl invariants".
Now according to Theorem 2.11, associated to a strictly pseudoconvex

hypersurface M are the functions mod o(on+1), k  1, as well as the

defining function Q mod 0(on+2). If (D is a biholomorphism from M to M and
u is an infinite order solution to J(u) = 1 near M, then û given by (3.4) is
an infinite order solution to J() = 1 near M. Modulo 0(on+2), o and ê also
transform by (3.4), so upon transforming the expansion (0.2) one finds that
the ~k satisfy

Restricting to M and comparing with Definition 3.2, it follows that the
function blk = ~k|M transforms like an invariant of weight k(n + 1). In
order to show that it defines an invariant in that sense, we have

PROPOSITION 3.6: Let N be the normal form (3.1), and k  1. Then any
partial derivative of order  n evaluated at the origin of the function qk is a
universal polynomial in the (Al03B103B2).
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Proof. This amounts to going back through §§1,2 and verifying the poly-
nomial dependence of the derivatives of the various functions occurring
there. One must check that the inductive construction used to prove
Theorem 2.11 can be carried out in such a way that at each step of the
induction the Taylor coefficients of the coefficient functions ïk are all poly-
nomials in the Moser normal form coefficients (A’p). The details are left to
the interested reader.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.6, if N is a normal form then

b~k = ~k(0) is a polynomial in the (Al03B103B2), which by (3.5) is an invariant of’
weight k(n + 1). In order to construct invariants involving derivatives of
the ~k we proceed as follows. First observe that (3.5) may be reformulated
as stating that |z0|-2k~k is invariantly defined on C* x V modulo 0(gn+1).
Thus the tensors ~l(|z0|-2k~k) are also invariantly defined, where V’ is a
covariant derivative of order 1 with respect to the metric g, holomorphic in
some indices and antiholomorphic in others. These tensors can now be
included in the list of ingredients to be used in the process of taking tensor
products and contracting which was used to form scalar invariants from
the covariant derivatives of curvature of g in Fefferman’s construction. This
results in

THEOREM 3.7:

contr

when computed for a normal form N and evaluated at zo = 1, z = w = 0, is
a polynomial in the (Al03B103B2). This polynomial is an invariant of weight

As before contr indicates complete contraction with respect to giJ for some
pairing of the indices.

Note. In case s = 0, t = 1, 1 = 0, the above invariant is bnk -

Proof. First any component of the tensor ~ml R involves at most mi + 2
derivatives of g, so mi + 4 derivatives of g. As mi + 4  n + 1 and

Q is determined mod 0(gn+2), it follows that all components of ~ml R
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are independent of the ambiguity in Q. Similarly the components of

~lj(|z0|-2kj~kj) involve at most lj derivatives of Ik and lj + 1 derivatives of o
so are also independent of the ambiguity of Q and ilk. Moreover the com-
ponents are all expressible as universal polynomials in derivatives of giJ’ gij ,
|z0|-2kj~kj. As in [5], when evaluated at zo = 1, z = w = 0 for a normal
form, the derivatives of gij, gij which occur are universal polynomials in the
(Al03B103B2), and the same is true for |z0|-2kj~kj in view of Proposition 3.6. Thus
when evaluated at zo = 1, z = w = 0, the expression (3.8) is a polynomial
in the Moser normal form coefficients.
To prove the invariance, for 03BB ~ C* consider the map M;.: C* x

V ~ C* x V defined by M;.(zo, z) = (03BBz0, z). Then M;.*(g) = |03BB|2/(n+1)g, so
also M*03BB(~ml R) = IÀI2/(n+ 1)Vm, R. Additionally one has M,*(,v 1, (Izo |-2kj ~kj)) =
|03BB|-2kj~lj(|z0|-2kJ~kl). Now the covariant tensor T = Vml R ~ ··· O oms R ~
Vi, (Izo 1- 2k, ~k1) ~ ··· ~ ~lt(|z0|-2kt~kt) has rank 4s + 03A3 mi + E 03BBj. Thus
a complete contraction of T involves 2s + 2 E mi + 1 03A3 lj contractions,
each of which corresponds to one factor of g-1, which satisfies M*03BBg-1 =
IÀI-2/(n+ 1) g-l . putting all of this together, it follows that

Otherwise put, contr T is of the form |z0|(-2w)/(n+1) P(z) for some function
P depending only on z E V. Recalling the transformation law zo -
zo(det 03A6’)-1 for zo under a biholomorphism 03A6: N ~ N between two normal
forms, it follows immediately that the value of (3.8) evaluated at zo - 1,
z = w = 0, satisfies the transformation law of Definition 3.2 for an invari-
ant of weight w. Thus Theorem 3.7 is proved.

REMARK: There are other conditions that one can impose on an expression
of the form (3.8) to insure that it is independent of the ambiguities of Q and
the ~k and thus defines an invariant of weight w. For example, instead of
simply counting the number of derivatives of each term one can count the total
number of derivatives in a nonisotropic fashion, as in the Ambiguity Lemma
of [5]. This leads to the conclusion that if mi  0 and lj  0 are such that

w  n + £1_ kj(n + 1), then the results of Theorem 3.7 still hold.
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We also remark that not all invariants arise from the construction of

Theorem 3.7. In fact, in [6] an example is given of a weight 5 invariant in e2
which is not of the form (3.8).

4. The coefficient of the first log term

Proposition 2.16 shows that the vanishing of the invariant bill = ~1|M
governs whether or not any log terms occur in solutions of the Monge-
Ampère equation. In this section we derive an explicit formula for the linear
part of bl, as a polynomial in the Moser normal form coefficients. We also
show that there are hypersurfaces inequivalent to the sphere for which
bl 1 = 0.
As an invariant of weight w = n + 1, bill is a polynomial in the Moser

normal form coefficients (Al03B103B2) which is homogeneous in the sense of (3.3).
Consequently when divided into homogeneous parts in the variables (Al03B103B2),
its linear part is a linear combination of Al03B103B2 for which lcxl + |03B2| + 2l =
2n + 4. We would like to identify this linear part. To do so requires keeping
track of the nonisotropic homogeneity of the terms in the Taylor expansion
of a normal form. Recalling the coordinates (z, w) on Cn as in (3.1 ), define
the strength of zj, zJ to be 1, the strength of w, w to be 2, and the strength
of a monomial in z, z, w, w by extending this definition in the obvious way.
The term in the normal form expansion of strength 2n + 4 is then

03A3|03B1|+|03B2|+2l=2n+4Al03B103B2z03B1z03B203C5l.
For y e C define a second order differential operator Ly on Cn by

Note that Ly maps polynomials of strength S to polynomials of strength
S - 2.

PROPOSITION 4.1: The linear part of hr¡ 1 is

The proof uses the following lemma, which computes the linearization of
the J operator at the origin. Let r = 2u - |z|2.
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LEMMA 4.2: Let S  3 and let 03C8 = r + CPI + ~2, where CP1 is a polynomial
of strength S and CP2 is a polynomial of strength  2S - 2. Then J(03C8) =
1 - LoCPI + (terms of strength  2S - 4).

Proof. Set  = CP1 + CP2. Then J(r + (p) = (- 1)n det (A + B), where

The cofactor matrix of . Expanding

det (A + B) and decomposing the terms into pièces homogeneous in the
entries of A and B gives

where 03A3I,J is the sum over all pairs l, J of subsets of {0, 1,..., nl of
cardinality k (we label the rows and columns of A and B by indices running
from 0 to n). Î, J are the corresponding complementary sets, MIJ, M are the
respective minors of B and A, and for I = {i1, ... , ik}, J = {j1, ... , À 1
we have set J = 03A3kl=1 (il + jl). The first term in (4.3), when k = 0, is

det A = (-1)n. The second, when k = 1, is 03A3ni,j=0cijbij = (-1)n-1L0 =
(- l)n-1 1 L01 + (terms of strength  2S - 4). A straightforward analysis
shows that the kth term in (4.3) is of strength  k(S - 2), so for k  2 these
terms all have strength  2S - 4. Thus J(r + cp) = (-1)n det (A + B) -
1 - Log, 1 + (terms of strength  2S - 4), and Lemma 4.2 is proved.
We next study the Taylor series of Fefferman’s approximate solutions for

perturbations of the hyperquadric. Recall that if 03C8 defines a strictly pseudo-
convex hypersurface, then Fefferman’s approximate solutions are defined

and

and one has
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LEMMA 4.6:

Proof. We show by induction that there are differential operators Pp, Qp with
P, preserving strength and Qp lowering strength by 2, so that

and

For p = 0 this follows immediately from Lemma 4.2 with Po = Identity,
Q0 = Lo. (4.4) then gives (4.7) with p = 1 and P, = 1 /(n + 1)rL0 + 1. In

general, given (4.7), Lemma 4.2 yields (4.8) with Qp = Lo Pp . And given (4.7)
and (4.8), (4.5) yields (4.7) for p + 1, with Pp+ 1 = Pp + 1/
[(n+1-p)(p+1)]rQp.

In order to solve for Qp, note that

So if we set then

It is useful to know the commutator of Lo and rP . This is an easy direct
calculation for p = 1; then the general case follows by a straightforward
induction on p. The result is 
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Now the fact that Mp = rP LpLp_ ... Lo follows easily from (4.9) by induc-
tion using (4.10). This gives Qp = [(n + 1 - p )!]/[p!(n - 1)!]rpLpLp-1 ... L0
and thus proves Lemma 4.6.

Now we can prove Proposition 4.1. As already noted, the linear part of
bil, is a linear combination of A’p with Jal + |03B2| + 21 = 2n + 4. Since the
nonlinear terms in bqi involve only A’e with |03B1| + |03B2| + 21  2n + 4, it

follows that the linear part of b~1 equals ~1(0) for the hypersurface
03C8 = r + qJ = 0, where ~ = - 03A3|03B1|+|03B2|+2l=2n+4Al03B103B2z03B1z03B203C5l. But by §2 the higher
asymptotic solutions u are of the form u = Qe-1 where Q is a smooth solution
of J(o) = 1 + 0(on+1) and f = Ek o 03B3k(on+1 log Q)k The value of yl on M
is given by (2.15): (n + 2)03B31 = [J(o)-1-1]/(on+1) = [1 - J(o)]/(on+1) on
M. So if u is written as (0.2), then

In the present notation o = 03C8n+1, so for our hypersurface 03C8 = r + 9 = 0,
171 (0) can be computed from (4.11) by applying Lemma 4.6 with p = n + 1,
S = 2n + 4. The result is Proposition 4.1.

REMARK 4.13: We mention some results of [6] which are closely related to
Proposition 4.1.
(a) It can be shown by combining Proposition 4.1 and invariant theory that

the linear part of bil can also be written

(b) When n = 2 one has b~1 = 4A044. (A straightforward calculation from
Proposition 4.1 shows that when n = 2 the linear part of b~1 1 is 4A044. In
this case it turns out that b~1 equals its linear part.)

(c) For k  2 the linear part of b~k vanishes.
In conjunction with Proposition 2.16, we have

PROPOSITION 4.14: There are real analytic strictly pseudoconvex hypersur-
faces M which are not biholomorphically equivalent to the sphere, ,f’or which
b~1 = 0.

Proof. Following a suggestion of D. Burns, we apply the Cauchy-
Kowalewski theorem to the differential equation K(03C8) = 0, where K(03C8) =
[J(03C8n+1) - 1]/(03C8n+1n+1) and t/Jn+1 is given by (4.4), (4.5). It is clear from (4.4),
(4.5) that for 1  p  n + 1 the map 03C8 ~ t/Jp is a nonlinear differential
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operator of order 2p defined on functions 03C8 for which J(03C8) &#x3E; 0, depend-
ing real analytically on 03C8 and its derivatives. Additionally, a close look
at Fefferman’s proof of the fact that J(03C8P) = 1 + 0(03C8pp) shows that

[J(03C8p) - 1]/(03C8pp) is also a differential operator applied to 03C8. In particular
K(03C8) is a nonlinear differential operator of order 2n + 4, depending real
analytically on § and its derivatives. We pose a Cauchy problem for K,
taking as initial hypersurface {x1 = Re z, = 01 and taking for Cauchy data
that prescribed by the function 03C80 = 2u - IZ12 + Re z21z2n+21; i.e., require
03C8 = t/Jo mod xîn+4 near the origin. It must be shown that the data are

consistent and that the problem is noncharacteristic. These follow, respec-
tively, from the following:

To prove (i) and (ii), apply Lemma 4.6 with p = n + 1. As for (i), write
0 = r + cp with 9 = Re z21z2n+21. So Lemma 4.6 gives J(03C8n+1) = 1 -

(n + 1)!-2rn+1 Ln+1 Ln ... Loç + (terms of strength  4n + 4). Thus

Similarly, for (ii) we have

Thus the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem implies the existence of a real-
analytic function X near the origin so that 03C8 = t/J 0 + x2+41 ~ satisfies

K(03C8) = 0. And since K(03C80)(0) = 0 it must be the case that x(0) = 0. Now
the hypersurface M = {03C8 = 01 fulfills the requirements of Proposition 4.14.
In fact by (4.11), bl, = 1/(n + 2)K(§) = 0 on M. That M is inequivalent to
the sphere follows from the fact that 03C8 is in normal form through terms of
strength 2n + 4, so there is a normal form for M which agrees with §
through terms of strength 2n + 4. But the unique normal form for the
sphere is 2u - Izl2 = 0.
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